


Our custom Jimmy bunting is the perfect decoration for your Bachelor Premiere Party.  
Simply cut out the pieces, punch the holes, thread through some string and you’re ready to celebrate.
Hot tip: print the page as many times as you want, to get as much bunting as you need.

BACHELOR BUNTING



Sit back, relax and enjoy the show with our custom popcorn box. 
Hot tip: Print as many as you need for all your guests.

POPCORN BOX



Jimmy isn’t here to play games, but you can still play them at home! Print a sheet for each player, grab a pen 
and keep your eyes peeled – if one of the bingo squares matches an on-screen moment, mark it off. The first to 
mark off four squares in a row and shout ‘Bachy Bingo!’ wins.

BINGO
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POCKET OSHER
Your fave Bachelor party accessory is back! Print Osher out, then carefully cut out the shapes.
Fold along the lines and put them together with sticky tape or glue!
Share your Pocket Osher pics using #TheBachelorAU



POCKET JIMMY
Your fave Bachelor party accessory is back! Print Jimmy out, then carefully cut out the shapes.
Fold along the lines and put them together with sticky tape or glue!
Share your Pocket Jimmy pics using #TheBachelorAU



PIN THE ROSE ON THE BACHELOR 
The ultimate party game, with a Bachie twist! Print off the picture of Jimmy and tape it to your wall. Cut out the roses 
and add some tac or double-sided tape to the backs. Grab yourself a trusty blindfold (a scarf or eye mask will suffice), 
spin around three times and see how close you can get it to Jimmy’s tux. Remember - no peeking!
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